This year marks the birth centenary of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúr̥ti (Shrii Prabháṭ Rainjan Sarkár). To commemorate this special occasion the P.R. Sarkar Institute, an initiative of Ánanda Márga Gurukula, has produced, in collaboration with the Baba Archives and P.R. Sarkar Archives, a documentary film, an exhibition, and a photo book. Each compliments the others — they are intended to be used together as a combined set. The film condenses Shrii Shrii Ánandamúr̥ti’s life and legacy into an 80-minute documentary. The exhibition gives us a more detailed and in-depth review of his life, mission and teachings. And the photo book presents his visual legacy in a purely devotional style.

1. The feature-length documentary film Embodiment of Bliss: The Life and Legacy of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúr̥ti takes us on a whirlwind tour of the life and legacy of modern-day tantric guru, spiritual master and social revolutionary extraordinaire Shrii Shrii Ánandamúr̥ti. The film is available on the P.R. Sarkar Institute channel from 16 May 2022.

www.prsinstitute.org/outreach/films
2. **Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtrí: 100 Facets of His Life, Mission and Teachings** is a 100-module exhibition of key events, milestones and fascinating insights into the life, mission and teachings of modern-day tantric guru, spiritual master and social revolutionary Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtrí. Each module comprises descriptive text, stories and best-quality images, carefully selected, restored, enhanced and compiled for the occasion. It is available in two versions: print and screen.

The print (basic) version is a concise summary of the important aspects of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtrí’s life, mission and teachings. It is downloadable as a PDF document which is optimised for printing as 100 posters for local exhibitions. Other language versions are also available.

The screen (extended) version is an over 600-page treasure trove of all the material in the print version plus much more text, images and awe-inspiring Bábá stories. It is best suited for personal viewing on devices or projecting as a slideshow for group viewing.

Proceeds go to the ongoing work of P.R. Sarkar Institute.

www.prsinstitute.org/outreach/exhibitions

3. **Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtrí** is a large format hardcover 100-page premium quality photo book of over 250 best-quality images (15 of them full-page) carefully selected, restored, enhanced and compiled with accompanying captions and Bábá quotes. It is available through online purchase and delivery to your door. Proceeds go to the Archives.

www.prsinstitute.org/outreach/publications